Joe Biden, The Pirate Who Stole the American Election!
“Pirates for Election Integrity” are Mocking Joe Biden’s Steal of the Election How one group is fighting back for America.
What took place during the November elections sounds like something that would
only happen in a third-world country. Leftist media and their propaganda tactics
deliberately and underhandedly mislead the general public by calling the election
for Joe Biden.
So, where is that in our Constitution?! Media does not determine American
elections. Their place is to report the outcomes in each state. American elections
are determined by each state and finalized by the Electoral College. These actions
by the media started an uprising among Americans, questioning the legitimacy of
the ongoing vote counts in multiple states.
Therefore, the clear evidence of massive FRAUD that we are witnessing cannot be
ignored nor forgotten. Yet, the Liberal media continues to accuse that “We the
People” are over exaggerating; overreacting; and lying – with continual insistence
that there is no evidence of “fraud” to be found in this election process. Grassroots
organizations are livid about these allegations.
It is the mob of the Leftist Establishment, hand in hand, with the Liberal media,
who; without state verification, or even the completion of our Electoral College
process who are declaring that Joe Biden is the 2020 President- elect! It is up to
“We the People” to ensure that the fight continues to investigate and expose this
ongoing fraud, and demand the restoration of integrity to this nation’s elections.
Archbishop Viganò; (The Vatican’s apostolic nuncio to the United States from
2011 to 2016), has stated that.,, “in recent months we have been witnessing the
formation of two opposing sides that I would call Biblical: the children of light
and the children of darkness.”
In a letter addressed to the Million Maga Marchers in D.C. last week Archbishop
Viganò stated:
“Some would have us believe that the people have spoken out in favor of one
candidate, and they were foolish enough to tell us this while the vote-counting
was still in progress. They were so sure of victory that they did not accept any
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dissenting voices, and even went so far as to censor the very words of the
current President of the United States.”
Public Advocate has awarded the title of “Pirate Captain” and salute Joe Biden
who has himself unashamedly admitted, during the final Presidential Debate, that
his campaign has assembled the “most extensive and inclusive voter fraud
organization in the history of American politics.” He has even gone so far as to
say that ANFIFA was an idea. With all this blatant lawlessness, rioting, looting,
assaults and burning of cities we are reminded of what violent pirates used to get
away with in world history-- until the pirates were confronted.
"Joe Biden's Pirates for Election Integrity” recognizes the wholesale hysteria
present where illegal cheating, glitching and outright ballot fraud is gleefully
dismissed or celebrated by the news media. Anyone who dares to say something
different and go against the media declared winner: Joe Biden gets SILENCED!
CENSORED! ATTACKED! You see, the radical Leftists' mainstream media is
doing everything they can to pressure everyday Americans to look the other way,
accept THEIR reality, and ignore the truth.
We have decided to fight and that is why Public Advocate took to the streets and
went before the Supreme Court to mock Joe Biden and his band of pirates who are
attempting the STEAL of the Election. I ask you to join this historic fight! Get
involved and take action! We must fight so our children and future generations will
not inherit a hollowed-out version of the America you and I know. We cannot give
up now, and abandon the very ideas our Founding Fathers risked their lives to
establish. America is facing an evil which seeks to destroy the very fabric of our
nation. As the saying goes, "The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is
for good men to do nothing." So, we are going straight to the people.
Due to the harshness and corruption on the part of the news media and Joe Biden
claiming to be the President-elect before any election officials certified his
election, many new volunteers have gone to the streets and some have joined our
latest political street theater production. Our production includes: Pirates singing
the official song, “A Biden Vote for Me”, wearing pirate costumes complete
appropriate pirate props. a pirate flag, and a gold chest filled with only Biden
ballots.
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Public Advocate players and volunteers have performed in Washington, DC at the
Supreme Court and have scheduled performances at several state capitols including
Atlanta, Georgia and Harrisonburg, Pennsylvania.
That's why Public Advocate is also asking our supporters and all American patriots
in all 50 states to get involved, to speak up and take action!

See VIDEO HERE of Public Advocate’s Pirates for Ballot Integrity at the
Supreme Court: https://youtu.be/5rcjPFODdzE
We ask each American who objects to illegal elections to say the words of John
Paul Jones, the American Patriot: “I have not yet begun to fight”.
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